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Executive Summary

This paper constitutes an independent review of transport access conditions
and opportunities for the Monash Peninsula campus, located close to the
Frankston central business district (CBD). It has been undertaken for
Monash University as a client, but appraisals, findings, and the discussion
of strategic opportunity is intended for a broader readership – particularly
for other local stakeholders as well as state-level transport and planning
organisations.
Although questions of public and sustainable transport access to campuses
have traditionally not been a high priority in the Australian university sector,
the appraisal that follows nominates a number of compelling reasons why
achieving generational transport investment and enhancement at Monash
Peninsula campus may be of profound value to students, staff, visitors, and
to the very strategic value of the Peninsula campus within Monash’s overall
portfolio of campus assets.
The Monash Peninsula campus sits within a car-oriented suburban context.
Sustainable transport usage for the Frankston local government area (LGA)
as a whole is low, although the existing rail service is moderately popular.
By contrast, Monash University’s own figures on campus travel suggest
that campus access is undertaken on a more ‘sustainable’ basis (compared
to general travel in the surrounding region) – with higher travel shares
to walking and especially bus-based movement. Cycling mode share is
very low for both Frankston as a whole and for campus access. The paper
diagnoses low sustainable transport uptake as an issue of poor infrastructure
and service quality, rather than any inherent unwillingness of Frankston area
travellers to utilise sustainable modes if they were effectively supported and
delivered.
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Looking into the future, three scenarios have been charted in the paper.
One is based on ‘business as usual’ with no change in transport strategy,
leading to low sustainable transport usage. A second scenario posits
‘moderate change’ based on sensible improvements to sustainable transport
connectivity over time. This is suggested as a default position in a context
where increased sustainable transport usage has been widely rhetorically
promoted by local and state government over several decades. A third
scenario suggests the possibility of a ‘transit oriented’ future where new rail
infrastructure and substantive bus network intervention is delivered. The
sheer transport demand generated by the University campus + hospitals
precinct in Frankston is such that intelligent choices must be made as to
future transport strategy.
In the realm of cycling, advice is provided around the need for Monash
University and other stakeholders to work with Frankston City Council as
it regenerates its cycling strategy, given that the last cycling strategy is now
approaching a decade old. A focus on cycling infrastructure for access to
jobs, public transport and services is advised, and this should allow overlap
with better access to the campus.
For pedestrian movement, better connectivity to existing or re-configured
bus stops is advised. And it is also advised that Monash University partner
strongly with Frankston City Council to develop the next natural iteration
of an LGA-wide pedestrian strategy, given the outdated nature of previous
efforts, and the limited coherence of pre-existing Frankston LGA pedestrian
network concepts.
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A range of opportunities are available to enhance bus networks. Suggestions
include enhancing services from Mornington Peninsula to Frankston, via
Monash Peninsula campus and hospitals precinct. A suggestion is made to
also consider re-routing many Eastern Frankston services via Hastings Rd
on their approach into the Frankston CBD. This could improve connectivity
of those residential areas to the jobs, educational and health care amenities
available at the campus + hospitals precinct. Similarly, an exploration
of potential ‘through-routing’ of existing bus services that terminate at
Frankston CBD has been recommended. This seems to offer the potential
for bus network efficiencies, including the option of direct ‘one seat rides’ to
the campus + hospitals precinct for many Frankston northside residents.
The paper suggests that a new appetite for rail extension and investment is
apparent in Victoria at this time. A program of strategic engagement and
advocacy is therefore recommended, because at face value, the possibility
and benefits of a short electrified rail extension from Frankston Station
through to the campus + hospitals precinct seem compelling. A review of
relative merit is performed for three potential new electrified rail station
locations. A station at Clarendon Street/Moorooduc Highway area is
appraised as the apparent strongest option, not least because it is situated
to comfortably overlap the catchment of direct access to both Frankston
Hospital and the Monash Peninsula campus. This should ‘maximise’
potential ridership at 4,500 to 5,000 passengers per day, and hence maximise
the likelihood of achieving investment buy-in from State Government and
other stakeholders.
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Mapping-based appraisals of changes to accessibility after potential rail
extension are provided. In summary, these seem to underline the real
potential of a new station in the campus + hospitals precinct. For example
- the population living within a 50 minute total journey time of campus
using rail grows from some 14,000 at present, to around 83,000 residents
with the addition of a prospective new campus-adjacent station. Moreover,
the mapping seems to indicate the possibility of profound rejuvenation to
the Frankston Line as a rail corridor if a new campus + hospitals precinct
station is added east of the existing Frankston Station. The rail line seems to
become far more amenable as a multi-destination corridor, with new travel
possibilities and trip tasks opening-up well beyond the current dependence
on Frankston-to-Melbourne work related travel.
The paper therefore commends Monash University and other relevant
stakeholders to form sound positions in order to advance the compelling
opportunities associated with rail and transport renewal for the Monash
Peninsula campus precinct. A much-needed generational shift to a more
accessible, convenient and welcoming campus precinct is in prospect.
This offers benefits to Monash University for the strategic value of the
Peninsula campus within its portfolio. But it also offers opportunity to
other stakeholders, through the ability to deliver a world class health
and education precinct in an accessible, attractive, convenient location –
connected seamlessly with affordable bayside housing, and ultimately with
rail access through to Caulfield and the Melbourne CBD.
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Current transport access
conditions and context

This initial section reviews access to the Monash Peninsula campus with
reference to its current-day local and regional setting.
Transport and universities
While Australian universities have traditionally been somewhat agnostic
toward issues of access, transport connectivity, transport infrastructure and
servicing, the Monash Peninsula campus offers an interesting case study in
which enhancement of transport conditions may potentially alter the very
nature and attractiveness of the site for educational and research uses. In the
context of a growing overall student population for Monash University as
a whole (with corresponding growth in on-site employment and visitation)
the level of accessibility, and the general transport infrastructure context
for Monash’s Peninsula campus presumably plays a key role in the future
strategic positioning of this asset relative to Monash’s other campuses and
property holdings.
Improvements to campus accessibility and convenience would certainly
play a role in future student, staff or visitor attraction and experience, just as
current conditions shape those same experiences. Improvements in access
and a ‘broader catchment’ of convenient access would presumably render
the site increasingly suitable as a destination for accommodating growth in
student numbers and other activities and uses, relative to the possibilities of
doing so at other locations within the portfolio of Monash campuses. But
challenging current conditions and limitations must first be acknowledged.
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Transport and movement around Frankston
The Frankston area, and the broader ‘Peninsula’ region (encompassing the
Frankston City and Mornington Peninsula LGAs) exhibit the legacy of some
50 years and more of car-oriented planning, development and transport
servicing. Indeed, the Monash Peninsula campus is itself also a legacy of
these approaches and built-form outcomes.
But during this extended period, Frankston has also maintained a ‘special’
role in the outer southeast, in regard to its position as a point-of-access to the
electrified metropolitan rail network. Peninsula and Frankston area residents
have always been relatively enthusiastic users of rail transport for purposes
such as access to the Melbourne CBD - with its diversity of employment,
healthcare, educational, cultural, and recreational offerings.
But in the year 2018, the task for transport stakeholders and major activity
generators (such as university campuses and hospitals) is to chart a new and
more sustainable direction - beyond car dependency, and beyond parking
as the only serious response to rising access demand. This new direction
will be challenging, but also rewarding. It will undoubtedly require the
embrace of updated infrastructure, design and service-provision responses
across cycling, pedestrian movement, buses and rail – in the context of reconceptualisations of the very purpose and nature of each of these modes for
the Frankston and Peninsula region.
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Chart One indicates Hale Infra Strategy interpretation of 2016 journey
to work (JTW) mode shares for the Frankston LGA. Journey-to-work
information constitutes reasonably solid original source data (derived from
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) census responses) and is therefore
frequently utilised by transport planners as a proxy for broader transport
movement dynamics, beyond work-related travel. On these figures, the vast
majority of work travel is currently undertaken by car (and/or taxi, truck and
motorcycle) in Frankston – at some 91% private motorised vehicle mode
share. Train travel attains a modest but still noteworthy 5-6% of trips (based
on JTW). Buses are apparently underperforming around Frankston, with an
anaemic 1.4% JTW share - keeping in mind that buses are the only ‘second
tier public transport distributor’ option in the Frankston area. Change is
clearly necessary on these figures. Walking achieves a disappointing 1.5%
share (disappointing given that large swathes of the LGS are within notional
walking distance of the CBD, as per Map One). While cycling is close to
non-existent as a transport mode.

“Frankston’s relatively poor sustainable transport usage
indicators are a reflection of limitations in network and
service, rather than a problem of unwillingness from
local residents and workers.”
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1.4%
5.4%

0.4%
1.5%

91.3%

Although Frankston residents and transport users differ to their counterparts
throughout metropolitan Melbourne in important socio-economic and workrelated attributes, readers should not presume that Frankston residents are so
‘different’ that they would refuse to utilise reasonable sustainable transport
options if they were provided, for work, study or other trip purposes. The
author suggests that Frankston’s relatively poor sustainable transport usage
indicators are a reflection of limitations in network and service, rather than a
problem of unwillingness from local residents and workers.

Some transport performance comparisons
For basic context, a handful of JTW mode share splits for other Melbourne
metropolitan areas are provided in Chart Two.

Car/ taxi/truck/
motorbike
Train

Bicycle
Walk

Firstly, when the Frankston City LGA is compared to its neighbouring
Mornington Peninsula LGA, we note Frankston’s higher level of rail
usage (due to actual rail availability). But also noteworthy is Mornington
LGA’s substantially greater uptake of walking as a mode of movement.
There seems to be little reason why a 4.5% (or 5% rounded) mode share to
walking may not be readily attainable in future across Frankston LGA, if
conditions within Frankston began replicating the higher-quality walking
conditions seen around locations like central Mornington (in the author’s
considered view, at least).

Bus
Chart One – Frankston LGA JTW mode shares 2016
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The ‘Greater Melbourne’ comparator also brings-out interesting notes. We
observe the substantially greater level of rail travel that prevails overall
across Melbourne, reminding us of the propensity of Melbournites to use
rail enthusiastically when it is configured to suit their travel needs. We also
note that Frankston LGA is behind the broader metropolitan average in
terms of walking and cycling uptake. Poor utilisation of bus services seems
to be a Melbourne-wide phenomenon on the chart Two indicators – perhaps
reflecting fundamental limitations in Victorian approaches to bus service
provision or network design. Any such limitations are taken to be rectifiable,
however – and intelligent ‘networked’ thinking has long been advocated via
prominent sources such as Mees (2010).
Frankston LGA seems to compare favourably to neighbouring Kingston
LGA in most ‘sustainable transport usage’ respects. Whereas the
comparison to nearby Bayside seems to indicate, again, that walking and
cycling are somewhat undercooked in Frankston. As per thoughts outlined
previously, it is unlikely that Bayside LGA residents are especially ‘sociodemographically’ inclined to walking and riding in greater proportion to
their Frankston counterparts. Higher active mode usage outcomes are more
likely a response to prevailing infrastructure and design conditions, and so
– intelligent infrastructure and design alterations for the active modes are
presumably possible and useful in Frankston (and worth thinking about for
better access to the Monash Peninsula campus).

3.79%
1.86%
3.57%
5%

Walk

Bicycle

1.28%
0.69%
1.68%
0%

Bus

1.21%
1.58%
1.77%
1.0%

Train

6.71%
3.50%
17.09%
0%
87.01%
92.38%
75.89%
93.57%

Car/taxi/truck/
motorbike
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Bayside

Greater Melbourne

Kingston

Mornington Peninsula

100%

Chart Two – comparator area JTW mode shares 2016
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Monash Peninsula campus - current motorised transport servicing
in-brief
The Monash Peninsula campus is essentially car-oriented, embracing
substantial amounts of on-site parking provision (some 786 spaces).
A shuttle rail-to-campus bus service (Route 887) is available - circulating
between Frankston station and the campus, but on a severely restricted
timetable which renders its amenity-levels questionable. Monash also
provides its own inter-campus shuttling services, which are reported to be
highly popular and useful for students. Other bus services, including routes
782/783, 776, 775, and 774/772 pass within reasonable proximity of the
campus, without stopping directly adjacent. As with many suburban bus
services across metropolitan Melbourne, the design of these routes appears
outdated and counter-productive to this author’s experienced eye. Problems
include indirect or circular travel, poor frequency (particularly outside
‘peak’ times), and questionable matching between stop location on the one
hand and activity-generating uses and built-form densities on the other. The
good news is that outdated route design usually offers ample opportunity for
sensible re-deployment of existing resources, through intelligent network
revision. Monash University is recommended to stand ready to encourage
and support any such bus route revisions in a manner that sensibly supports
their campus needs and constituents.
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Rail access is provided almost immediately adjacent to Monash Peninsula
campus, at Leawarra station. But this existing station is situated on the
single-tracked diesel Stony Point Line, whose very existence and usefulness
is repeatedly questioned by an array of stakeholders. And so – the relative
benefits of low-frequency diesel rail versus high-amenity electrified rail on
that corridor will form a recurrent theme within this paper, and one well
worth tracking in years to come.
Frankston Station

MONASH
PENINSULA
CAMPUS

Peninsula
campus
walking catchment
Campus
walking
catchment
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Esri, HERE, DeLorme, USGS, Intermap, INCREMENT P, NRCan,
Map One – Peninsula campus walking Sources:
catchment
Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong), Esri Korea, Esri (Thailand),
MapmyIndia, NGCC, © OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User
Community
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MONASH
PENINSULA
CAMPUS

Peninsula campus cycling catchment

Map Two – Monash Peninsula campus cycling catchment
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Monash Peninsula - current transport demand estimate
Although situated in a somewhat suburban setting, Monash Peninsula
campus’ travel performance shows promising attributes. Figures used here
have been sourced from Monash University’s recent Student & Staff Travel
survey (Sift Research 2017).

The statistics as a whole also show a diminishment of private motorised
usage for campus access (at something like 77%) in comparison to
Frankston LGA’s 90% + private motorised mode share. In summary, there
is cause for optimism -with Monash University’s Peninsula campus survey
statistics demonstrating a decent propensity among campus users to take up
sustainable movement options beyond the average of locational surrounds.

Walk

8.7% Bus
TAXI

3.3%

12

Cycle

0.5%

taxi/truck/
Bicycle
ChartCar/
Three
– Monash Peninsula
campus estimated mode share at 2016/17
motorbike
Train
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Cycling, however, sits at a barely-existent 0.5% mode share, which
confounds the appraisal provided via Map Two – which indicated a broadly
cycle-accessible Frankston LGA. On-road traffic conditions surely play
a role (as may demographics). Walking is the other promising indicator
arising out of the Hale Infra Strategy interpretation of Monash Universitysourced campus access statistics. At around 10%, pedestrian movement
currently sits at a level appropriate for this most ‘natural and human’ of trip
types.

77.3% 10.2%

Car/ taxi/ truck/ motorbike

Mode shares for journeys by train to campus are on the low side, reflecting
the substantial walking distance from Frankston station, and the low
service levels of the existing Stony Point Line. But bus mode share sits at
a reasonable 9% or thereabouts, based partly on the popularity of intercampus shuttles (according to Monash University-sourced analysis). This
is a notable figure in the context of the pallid bus mode shares observed
around Frankston LGA more generally.

Bus

Walk
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A demand estimate has been calculated, by applying industry-standard trip
multipliers (Institute of Transport Engineers, USA). This delivers an estimate of around 9,750 daily trips generated to-from the campus at 2016/17.

1,000

Bicycle
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50

ain

k
Wal

Bus T
r

320

Hale Infra Strategy estimates indicate around 7,500 daily trips to-from the
campus by private motorised transport modes at present, some 320 trips by
train, 850 by bus, 50 bike trips and 1,000 trips on foot.
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Medium and longer-term strategies
and opportunities

This section looks beyond current conditions and demand levels, to begin
the charting and discussion of alternative future transport scenarios,
strategies and potential interventions for the precinct surrounding Monash
University Peninsula campus.
Change scenarios and their implications
Three alternate future transport usage pathways (scenarios) are presented in
Chart Four.
The first scenario is based around continuance of current transport servicing
conditions and currently-observed usage patterns.
A second scenario has been based around a notion of ‘moderate change’
over time toward outcomes deemed reasonably achievable via careful and
sensible infrastructure, design and servicing interventions (many of these
would involve, necessary and likely upgrading of outdated infrastructure
and servicing). This second scenario should be read as fundamentally
preferable to a no-change or business-as-usual scenario, and indeed should
be the central assumption of how change may or should unfold in a context
where every state and local transport stakeholder has already bought-into the
agenda for a more sustainable transport paradigm in and around Frankston
and beyond (see Aurecon 2013 for Frankston area discussion; and PTV 2012
for Melbourne-wide rhetoric on the need for better outcomes in sustainable
transport).
Finally, a ‘transit oriented’ scenario is outlined, which presumes more
high-profile transport infrastructure interventions - such as providing direct
electrified rail service to the campus precinct, a generational re-casting
of local bus networks, and very substantial upgrading of active mode
infrastructure. More discussion on these and other potential initiatives will
be provided later in the paper.
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2016/17 mode share
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“The possibilities of cycling as an important transport
mode across central Frankston and to-from the Monash
campus are clear, but current usage statistics are telling
us that on-the-ground conditions need improvement.”
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Chart Four – mode share scenarios for Peninsula Campus precinct and
surrounds
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Estimates of future demand have been calculated, and are depicted in Chart
Five. These figures are based firstly on estimates of current demand for
the university campus in combination with an estimate of current transport
movement demand from the public and private hospitals. A growth factor is
then applied to those base demand estimates, and potential travel trajectories
into the future are depicted based around the three alternative future
‘transport usage scenarios’ introduced above. Appropriate infrastructure
and servicing interventions relevant to both the moderate change and transit
oriented scenarios are outlined in greater detail subsequently.

10%

0%

Transit oriented

University + Hospitals precinct – estimates of combined future
transport demand

10.2%
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TOTAL DAILY
TRIPS

2031 transit oriented 9,955
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Chart Five – future demand scenarios for Frankston Peninsula campus precinct and surrounds
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Practical strategies for boosting cycling
The cycling-convenient catchment to the Peninsula campus has been
generally depicted above in Map Two. This map shows good prospective
coverage to-and-from the Monash Peninsula campus into the population,
jobs, services and business heartlands of the Frankston LGA. Large swathes
of Frankston are apparently situated within a 10-15 minute cycle time of
the campus (depending on attractiveness of actual on-the-ground cycling
conditions).
This pre-existing advantage of “most regional-scale offerings within
easy cycling distance” needs to be leveraged by a cycling infrastructure
program, indeed a physical cycling network, that local government and
other stakeholders can support and implement progressively over time. The
purpose of a future Frankston cycle network should be to better and more
directly connect key activities and destinations (such as university education
and healthcare) with the CBD and residential areas, via high quality, safe,
protected and separated bike lanes, or by lanes carefully allocated to lower
traffic-volume streets. The possibilities of cycling as an important transport
mode across central Frankston and to-from the Monash campus are clear,
but current usage statistics are telling us that on-the-ground conditions need
improvement.
The relatively dated Frankston Bicycle Strategy (Aurecon 2010) is the most
source document for Frankston City’s intended or current bike infrastructure
and design initiatives. Given it is not within the remit or resources of this
study to outline specific plans for new cycling networks and infrastructure
elements, attention will instead be given to the potential for intelligent future
adaptions of strategic posture and approach against those outlined within the
2010 Strategy.
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Emphasis is given to recommendations for Monash University on how to
advance and communicate cycling-related goals and initiatives that match
its target demographic, its physical setting, and the perceived needs of
its constituency. Commentary is provided around initiatives and strategic
updates relevant to potentially boosting local cycling mode shares to around
5% or 10% of JTW trips in the area surrounding the Monash Peninsula
Campus. But as such, it will also be necessary to grapple with some
fundamental limitations of the 2010 Strategy, in full knowledge that this
document is due for an update.

•

Be predicated on an intention toward ongoing expansion of cycling
activity, by growing the ‘market’ for cycling beyond current cyclists
and cycling cohorts (which in Australia, tends largely toward fit
males, travelling at high speed, for work access, with high risk
tolerance – therefore leading to low overall cycling activity)

•

Frankston cycling policy and strategy needs to shift toward focus
around the three main cycling trip purposes that are observed in
jurisdictions with substantially greater levels of actual cycling
activity (essentially, Northern Europe), and which are robustly
supported in cycling policy and infrastructure design in those
countries, namely: access to jobs (and employment clusters); access
to public transport (particularly rail); and access to services (local
services such as shopping, but also regionally-significant services
such as health and education). Effective cycling support for the
Peninsula campus precinct will invariably involve infrastructure
responses that address an overlap of these three important trip
purposes

•

Frankston cycling plans and enhancements will therefore need
to make careful delineation in bike routes and networks between
protected/separated lanes, and mixed traffic routes on low-volume
residential streets where sensible. Both route types are important,
but residential-area routes are substantially cheaper to develop and
promote.

At its core, the 2010 Frankston Cycling Strategy provides a confused
foundational discussion of rider types and trip purposes relative to
contemporary best practice understandings. For example – the notion of
‘experienced’ or ‘regular’ cyclists is raised, and these cyclists are suggested
to be willing and able to ride on busy roads, in mixed traffic. Whereas riders
who lack this willingness are depicted as ‘recreational’ or ‘inexperienced’
cyclists (see Aurecon 2010, p 55), and bike routes that do not mix with
traffic are therefore implied to be suitable only for the demand generated by
this particular rider sub-cohort.
These notions are a fundamental confusion of contemporary cycling policy,
strategy, design, usage, needs and infrastructure. Not least because it is
probably not even worth proactively focusing on a group of transport users
(‘experienced existing cyclists’) that make up only 0.35% of travellers.
Far better to afford attention to the needs prevailing among the 99.65%
of people not currently willing to take up cycling as a mainstream travel
option. A first principles approach, based on contemporary best practice
ideas, would therefore suggest that Frankston cycling strategy should:
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In summary, it is recommended to Monash University transport stakeholders
that a sustained engagement with Frankston City Council be undertaken,
during which the above strategic paradigms are emphasised, along with
communication of ‘access to educational services’ as an important local and
regional bike transport task, that went un-represented in the 2010 Frankston
Cycling Strategy. Monash should be prepared to work as closely as practical
with Frankston City Council to emphasise these issues within the next
upcoming iteration of the local cycling strategy, and within Frankston
City Council’s infrastructure approach. Monash University may even
need to consider executing its own version of a preferred campus access
bike solution (referencing broader Frankston-wide network concepts and
possibilities) in order to play this role effectively.

“Monash University may even need to consider
executing its own version of a preferred campus access
bike solution (referencing broader Frankston-wide
network concepts and possibilities) in order to play this
role effectively.”
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Practical strategies for improving pedestrian access
As with cycling, Frankston City Council documents provide little or no
indication of pre-existent ‘pedestrian network’ thinking (perhaps beyond
intensive efforts in the Frankston CBD core), and little in the way of
a recognisable or coherent strategic investment agenda for pedestrian
network development over time. These limitations are not fatal, given that
(as with cycling) it appears time has now arrived for the LGA to update its
pedestrian strategies and programs to feature newly-available data, new and
internationally-resonant strategic ideas, and new programmatic specificity.

The diesel rail corridor beyond Frankston Station connects pedestrians (and
cyclists) directly and conveniently to the Peninsula Campus. Nevertheless it
should be reiterated that beyond this specific piece of legacy infrastructure
(whose quality and attractiveness might be questioned on some fronts),
existing documentation provides no indication of a pedestrian network or
hierarchy in the contemporary sense - either for Frankston LGA as a whole,
or for servicing the Peninsula campus and hospitals precinct (see Frankston
Transport Strategy, Aurecon 2013, p13 for background). Pedestrian
networks and network thinking are essentially in an ad-hoc state at this time
in Frankston. The 2013 Transport Strategy refers frequently to ‘encouraging
greater use of sustainable modes’ but detail and specificity as to what this
may mean for pedestrian design and infrastructure programs is scant, at best.
The notion of ‘additional crossings of major rail and roads’ is nominated
(Aurecon 2013, pp37, 41), but priority areas or locations not specifically
listed.
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Beyond these limitations, and beyond the need for Monash University
stakeholders to engage intensively with council over time to sustain focus
and developmental progress on pedestrian movement and infrastructure,
some potential areas for strategic attention are summarised here:
•

Further investigate multiple prospective pedestrian signal and
crossing upgrades to assist students, staff and visitors traversing
busy Moorooduc Highway on-foot. This should also include
investigation of a safe and direct pedestrian crossing arrangement to
sustain movement between the Peninsula campus and the Frankston
Hospital and Frankston Private Hospital sites

•

Review and identify potential enhancements for crossings and
pedestrian infrastructure associated with access and egress from bus
stops serving the Peninsula campus precinct (and Hospitals sites).
But be careful also to ensure that bus stop location planning and
re-design is also an active front, with the aim of delivering ‘best
fit possible’ for on-foot interface between Peninsula campus and
existing and future bus routes

•

Review any safety issues related to usage of the Frankston Stationto-Leawarra ‘rail trail’ as a pedestrian corridor at night or out of busy
times, and review the Hastings Rd corridor as potentially a better
connector between Peninsula campus and Frankston CBD – relative
to its better apparent ‘passive safety’ conditions and similar point-topoint distance
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Enhancing bus networks and growing the role of buses in regional
access and movement
In a similar vein, it is apparent that the admirable rhetorical emphasis
on ‘improving sustainable modes’, indeed improving buses, within the
2013 Frankston Transport Strategy (see Aurecon 2013, p9) has delivered
little demonstrable change on the ground in the interim since publication.
Hence a key recommendation for Monash University transport-related
action is again; to prepare the groundwork for sustained interaction with
Frankston City Council and State Government agencies in order to promote
a generational enhancement of the Frankston region’s bus networks, service
levels and offerings. Within this, recommendations specific to Peninsula
campus access amenity, based on observations arising from this study,
include:
•

Appraise pedestrian crossing infrastructure, current positioning, and
related safety issues relative to bus routes that service the general
precinct around Peninsula campus, without necessarily stopping
directly adjacent. These routes and their stops include: 776; 775;
and 774/772. There appears to be opportunity for beneficial change
in both specific stop positioning, and in the pedestrian infrastructure
and crossings servicing current or altered stopping locations

•

Look also into possibilities of upgrades to bus shelters, from the
perspective of weather protection, visual prominence and overall
passenger amenity related to waiting and wayfinding. Any such
endeavours should reference leading contemporary practices in these
areas
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•

Interact with Mornington Peninsula Shire regarding their initiative to
better connect Mornington Peninsula residents with Frankston-based
offerings by bus, including for access to the Peninsula campus (and
indeed hospitals in the same area). This may include an opportunity
for beneficial collaborative interactions with state government
agencies to promote adapted, enhanced, and/or express-running
services (including but not limited to an upgraded route 788) that
connect with Peninsula campus precinct to better support access
outcomes for current or prospective students, staff and visitors who
live within the Mornington Peninsula LGA

A further two ‘advanced’ recommendations are also offered here, which
involve reasonably substantial, yet apparently beneficial, potential
alterations to the general makeup and layout of Frankston area bus offerings:
•

Work with Frankston City Council, hospitals, and state stakeholders
to actively consider the prospects and potential benefits of rerouting current east-west services plying the Frankston-LangwarrinCranbourne-bound corridor (such as routes 789; 790/791; and
perhaps Karingal area services such as 770 and 771). These routes
could theoretically at least be re-routed to run in and out of the
Frankston CBD via Moorooduc Hwy, Hastings Rd, Davey St, and
by implication – directly past the Monash campus and hospitals
precinct (see Bus Network Concept One). In this manner, a relatively
minor re-routing initiative may radically open-up the level of access
that Karingal, Langwarrin and Casey LGA residents have to the
regionally-significant hospitals precinct and Peninsula campus. Such
a concept would connect with contemporary bus and public transport
ideas that emphasise central ‘trunk corridors’ as opposed to ‘single
terminus point’ arrangements, for a variety of coverage, accessibility
and efficiency reasons
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•

Work with Frankston City Council, hospitals, state and other
stakeholders to actively appraise the benefits and prospects of
‘through-routing’ services that currently terminate at Frankston
Station (See Bus Network Concept Two). In this manner, a large
number of Southside and South-eastern routes (eg – 776; 782/783;
775/776; 772/774) that currently ply the Hastings Rd corridor
passing close to the Peninsula campus, could be connected
seamlessly with a large number of North and Northeast sector
routes (eg – 779; 780; 882; 833) that currently terminate at
Frankston, without providing ‘single seat ride’ accessibility to the
hospitals and campus precinct for their residents and passengers.
Such an initiative holds the prospect of connecting a vast array of
new passengers directly to hospitals + campus precinct without
requiring other route alterations, major timetable and servicing
changes, additional resources, or expensive upgrades. This strategy
reflects contemporary bus operations practices that de-emphasise
centrally located ‘terminus points’ as an inefficient approach (due to
problematic location of bus layover and other inherent efficiencyrelated, travel opportunity, or ridership-generation problems).
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771
770
789
790/ 791

Bus Network Concept One
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779
779

832
833

779

775

887

Bus Network Concept Two
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Prospects for direct rail connectivity to the University + Hospitals
precinct
It is well-known that the ‘Stony Point’ diesel rail line passes very close
to the Frankston hospital site, roughly parallel to Hastings Rd, while not
stopping there specifically. Well-known also is the low-volume, lowfrequency ‘Leawarra’ diesel rail station, situated adjacent the North-east
corner of the Peninsula campus. But the Stony Point Line’s poor service
standards and extremely limited popularity (even though traversing some
heavily-settled established suburbs) have generated regular calls for
investigation of extending the electrified Frankston line in the direction
of Karingal and Langwarrin (and possibly ultimately to Baxter). These
prospects obviously involve, at the very least, a starting assumption that
the Leawarra site may become an ‘electrified’ station with the same robust
frequency of service currently offered on the Frankston Line.
Whereas past calls to extend passenger rail have long fallen on deaf ears
in Victoria, the current Mernda rail extension in Whittlesea LGA has set
a new precedent, as have ex-urban rail upgrades to the Melton corridor
and elsewhere. It is the author’s genuine belief that rail extension is now,
quite rightly, viewed among State Government transport stakeholders as
a much more commonplace and achievable possibility for a variety of
Greater Melbourne locations. In this context, the prospective extension of
electrified services beyond Frankston station should now be seen as a ‘live’
opportunity. But this brings a new, different and somewhat unfamiliar set of
challenges and implications. It is therefore recommended that stakeholders
with an interest in electrification of some portion of the Stony Point Line
now need to carefully consider issues such as:
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Being forewarned and fully aware that recent Victorian experience
of station planning and station access planning is rusty, at best. A
State Government commitment to plan or even deliver an electrified
extension into the Langwarrin-bound corridor beyond Frankston
Station is no guarantee that station location choices will be optimised
(or even carefully considered in the first instance), or that station
access outcomes and amenity will be a high priority. In this sense,
it is recommended that Monash University, Frankston City Council,
the hospitals, and other stakeholders will need to develop, confirm
and communicate their own reasonably specific and well-founded
positions regarding expectations of any station planning process, and
regarding the needs and requirements of localised multimodal rail
access

•

Stakeholders including but not limited to Monash University will
need to engage with the possibility that continuation of any newlyelectrified service to the existing Leawarra station site may be a poor
outcome overall. Stationing electrified rail at Leawarra may involve
a number of drawbacks (that will be outlined subsequently), which
must be recognised and acknowledged from the outset. And so, the
notion of Leawarra as a ‘default’ location for any future electrified
station should be scrupulously avoided. As such, stakeholders
including Monash University will need to approach the question of a
prospective future station location on a first principles basis and with
an open mind
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•

•

Stakeholders therefore need to be prepared to undertake moderately
detailed explorations, form a sound position, and debate the relative
merits of the best and most appropriate location of any potential
future stations relative to accessibility of key sites and destinations
(not least to activity generators such as Monash Peninsula campus,
hospitals, and/or to an integrated ‘Monash + hospitals’ precinct).
Any State Government-led rail corridor planning process will
unfold more effectively if the recognised non-transport, non-state
stakeholders endeavour to inform and prepare themselves robustly
regarding basic issues and complexities, without assuming that precut ‘answers’ to all complex issues will be handed-down from above
by State Government agencies or personnel
Local stakeholders need to also recognise the ‘competitive’
environment for rail infrastructure investment in Victoria and
Australia. Although recent years have seen an increase in rail
investment activity, and a greater propensity from State and
Federal Governments to fund rail extension (and the like), any
prospective ex-Frankston rail electrification initiative needs to
be competitively presented, relative to alternative investment
options in other locations around Melbourne and Australia. Any
advantages of a prospective electrification beyond Frankston need
to be highlighted and communicated broadly. Monash University
and other stakeholders should remember the dictum that, the best
rail investment proposition arises when station location is chosen
to maximise potential ridership, by maximising connectivity of
people and services. Optimising an agreed station location to
maximise ridership will maxime its attractiveness to State or Federal
investment decision-makers
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•

Rail planning and investment inherently involves a number of
important technical questions and unavoidable tradeoffs, which will
sometimes need to hold sway over the narrower and more specific
interests of each stakeholder organisation. The more that non-State
stakeholders explicitly engage with any prevailing technical needs,
and remain open to realistic trade-offs, the better they position
themselves to be an effective, reliable and trusted advocate for
prospective rail investment. Open-mindedness and flexibility are key
attributes of successful infrastructure advocacy and planning

“the prospective extension of electrified services
beyond Frankston station should now be seen as a ‘live’
opportunity”

“Open-mindedness and flexibility are key attributes of
successful infrastructure advocacy and planning”
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Choice of location for potential new
rail station

Having reviewed a range of transport access factors for the Peninsula
campus, the recommendation has been arrived-at that immediate or
medium-term prospects for rail electrification beyond Frankston are
reasonably strong and compelling, and stakeholders such as Monash
University are therefore advised to enter into moderately detailed
exploration of that possibility, for the purposes of securing and supporting
such opportunities as arise. This section now relates to the quite important
and inter-related question of where a ‘newly electrified’ station, east of
Frankston, may actually be located. As previously suggested, we should
not assume that a new electric rail station would automatically be located
at Leawarra, but nor should we discount that possibility entirely (given
that Leawarra does offer a number of positive attributes). This section
therefore deals with a summary of pros-and-cons, benefits and downsides,
for the main and obvious locations where future ex-Frankston stations may
potentially be positioned. It is felt that such an appraisal at this stage can
support effective communication and understandings among stakeholders as
any process of corridor planning is initiated and progressed.
The rail corridor today
The current diesel rail corridor (the Stony Point line) is single-tracked from
Frankston through to Baxter and beyond, resulting in extreme limitations
of serviceability and frequency, restricted capacity, and narrow ridership
appeal. The corridor has been sensibly multi-tasked, to also offer a cycling
and pedestrian ‘green corridor’ which connects the Frankston station area
with destinations further afield (not least Peninsula campus).
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“on-site inspection reveals no obvious limitation in
width, or other attributes, that should preclude doubletracking, electrification, or the installation of new
stations built to contemporary standards and scales.”

The Stony Point Line reservation directly abuts the northern boundary of
the Monash Peninsula campus. And the existing Leawarra station is in
such close proximity to the Monash campus that it could easily be named
‘Monash Station’ for all practical purposes (given it is situated but a few
dozen metres from the campus boundary itself).

Although the corridor is single-tracked at present, on-site inspection reveals
no obvious limitation in width, or other attributes, that should preclude
double-tracking, electrification, or the installation of new stations built to
contemporary standards and scales. The existing rail corridor in the vicinity
of the Peninsula campus and hospitals precinct is traversed north-south at
a number of interstices by existing streets. Not least of these – Moorooduc
Hwy (also referred to as ‘McMahon’s Rd’), where a rarely-closed at-grade
boom gate crossing abuts the north-west corner of the Peninsula campus.
The author takes it at face value that any implementation of new electrified
rail to or past Moorooduc Hwy would likely involve a grade separation
exercise under or over the highway (an increasingly commonplace and
affordable infrastructure intervention in our current-day Melbourne transport
context). Perhaps the most awkward obvious question is - whether the same
corridor might still be used for pedestrian and cycle movement in future,
after any double-rail-tracking and station construction outcome…? Perhaps
or perhaps not, but such are the basic trade-offs sometimes involved when
building high quality transport infrastructure that meets contemporary and
future needs.
In summary, the existing rail reservation and corridor offers no obvious
specific limitation to electrification and double-tracking, and seems
entirely amenable to that outcome - subject, of course, to any findings from
detailed survey work, geotech analysis, and general engineering feasibility
confirmation.

Picture: Baxter line rail reservation near Monash Peninsula campus
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Broader rationale for corridor electrification beyond Frankston Station
It is worth assuming that any near-term planning work related to a ‘new
electrified’ station in the vicinity of Peninsula campus would take place as
part of a broader State Government-level exploration and project feasibility
study for electrification onward toward Karingal, Langwarrin, and perhaps
ultimately Baxter or beyond.
On a number of strategic grounds, the author is somewhat sceptical about
the merits of Baxter itself as a high-priority rail destination. It appears likely
that electrified, double-tracked rail to Langwarrin would be a higher and
more immediate investment priority, with a Langwarrin station potentially
serving a useful role as a park and ride node, catering to residents from
Langwarrin itself, the Mornington Peninsula, and beyond – and relieving
parking pressure at Frankston station’s ‘CBD’ location. Without being
flippant, it appears that electrified rail is just as likely to eventually run all
the way to Mornington (with its vastly greater population, economic cache
and destinational attraction) as it is to extend to Baxter but then stop. One
interpretation might be that electrified rail beyond Langwarrin to Baxter
only happens if and as rail to Mornington is reinstated - although such
prognostications are made here for the purposes of discussion only. The
point being, legitimate interest in electrified rail to Langwarrin appears
more bankable at this time even though the ‘Baxter extension’ storyline has
imbedded itself into rail folklore.
It is also worth raising the notion that an ‘electrification + express running
enhancement’, delivering substantially faster travel times from Frankston
area line-end stations to the Melbourne CBD via Caulfield is probably
a winning formula and worthy of stakeholder awareness and support
(although not analysed in detail within this paper).
CAMPUS ACCESS & TRANSPORT CONNECTIVITY - MONASH UNIVERSITY, PENINSULA

A ‘fast express from Frankston area’ configuration is more compelling,
in strategic transport terms, than simply extending the double-tracked
electrified line somewhat, while still maintaining travel times to Melbourne
of an hour and more for Frankston area residents (even as beneficial as
electrified rail extension may still be).
Once these factors are considered, the prospects for an electrified, doubletracked extension to the vicinity of Peninsula campus begins to look
reasonably compelling, achievable and sensible (at least if the assumption
of ‘rising State Government interest in rail investment’ holds true). Our
earlier analysis of potential rail usage generated by the combined Monash
Peninsula + hospitals catchment has indicated that to be the case, at least
at this early stage (based on a potential 2026 station ridership of around
4,600 passengers per day). We might even suggest that a Monash University
precinct extension appears to offer a logical and cost-effective ‘phase one’
for any larger and longer program of rail upgrade within the Baxter-bound
diesel corridor.

“a Monash University precinct extension appears to
offer a logical and cost-effective ‘phase one’ for any
larger and longer program of rail upgrade within the
Baxter-bound diesel corridor.”
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2026

New station at Monash
Peninsula + Hospital
Precinct

+

4,600
rail passengers/
day
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Alternative university precinct station location options – an appraisal of
pros and cons
Discussion now turns to the ins-and-outs of specific positioning options
for a prospective new electrified, double-tracked Metro-service station, at
or around Peninsula campus area. It should be stated from the outset that
no single location is ‘perfect’, and all three of the location options listed
below involve trade-offs of some sort. By the same token, the opening of
a new electrified station at any of these three appraised locations would be
of benefit to an array of stakeholders, not least Monash University and its
constituents. The appraisal below is based on the author’s considered judgment, utilising on-site observation, mapping exploration and cross-checking
against prominent technical and transport planning factors.
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Station
Location
Option

Primary reasoning Comments, positives or downsides

Option A. Elizabeth
St-Nott Ave area

Directly adjacent
Frankston Hospital

Much too close to existing Frankston rail
station. Approx 500-600m away (essentially
walking distance), whereas enlightened
transport practice positions rail stations roughly
1km or more apart.
Seems to be positioned, at least partly, on a
curved section of rail corridor. Current best
practice places rail stations on straight sections
for safety reasons, to avoid platform gaps.

Summary of strategic prospects
Potentially ‘instinctively popular’ with hospital
stakeholders – but they may be unaware of downsides.
Unlikely to actually get State Government-level
backing, and over-emphasis on this site may
undermine broader collaborative effort to generate
inward rail investment.

Located in a deeply-trenched rail corridor
section. Engineering and station access
challenges involved.
No current cross-corridor street connections.
Not particularly amenable to seamless crosscorridor movement and catchment maximisation
without heavy infrastructure changes.
Location relies almost entirely on hospitaloriented ridership base.
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Design exploration of station option-A
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Station
Location
Option

Primary reasoning Comments, positives or downsides

Option B. Clarendon Provides convenient
St-Moorooduc Hwy access to both hospital
area
and uni campus

Seems to maximise overlap of hospital and
Peninsula Campus catchments and ridership
– particularly if entrance/exits at each end of
station (ie – one entry on Clarendon, one on
McMahon’s Rd/Moorooduc Hwy).
At around 190m between intersecting streets,
and on a straight rail section, land envelope
seems ideal length and shape for modern rail
station.

Summary of strategic prospects
Judged the most promising location of the three
appraised with the best ridership-generation prospects.
Able to generate multi-stakeholder buy-in and support
– hence maximising the likelihood of state attention
and investment.
Land use change and employment-generating
investment-attraction possibilities offer an X-factor.

Existing Clarendon Street provides access inout from both northern and southern sides of
station, and cross-corridor permeability strong
if Clarendon Street remains in place after grade
separation when station built.
Crossing at McMahons Rd/Moorooduc Hwy
may need attention to optimise accessibility into
Peninsula Campus. A new pedestrian crossing at
around the Clarendon/Hastings Rd intersection
needed to ensure good access to-from Hospital.
Could act as a land use change stimulus for area
between Moorooduc Hwy, Hastings Rd and rail
corridor. Suitable for attracting and sustaining
future high value uses and investments that
overlap education, research and health care.
CAMPUS ACCESS & TRANSPORT CONNECTIVITY - MONASH UNIVERSITY, PENINSULA
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Enhanced pedestrian crossing
and access to Penisula campus

Design exploration of station option-B
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Station
Location
Option

Primary reasoning Comments, positives or downsides

Summary of strategic prospects

Option C. Leawarra
(or vicinity)

Existing station location
Location extremely convenient for Universityon diesel Stony Point line based passengers, but current service and
amenity levels poor.

Although this is an existing station location, current
services and facilities are irrelevant to ‘new station’
decision-making and outcomes.

Slightly ‘better’ location than the other two
options in terms of optimal station spacing,
at around 1km + beyond existing Frankston
station.

On-balance, University ridership equally well-served
at Clarendon site as at Leawarra, but Leawarra site
does not serve hospital needs well.

Less likely to be chosen ultimately, and difficult
to generate multi-stakeholder enthusiasm – hence
Potentially offers development upsides due to
emphasis on this site may be a risky strategic advocacy
low-density surrounds - although Frankston
City Council has been consistently emphasising play.
Frankston CBD as primary intensification
precinct. Conversely – the relatively lowintensity surrounds could be counted against
this site.
Not at all well-positioned for potential
Frankston hospital passengers. Likely loss of
prospective hospital-generated ridership, hence
demand driver.
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Design exploration of station option-C
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Option B: The Clarendon/Moorooduc site – a strong contender
On balance, the Clarendon/Moorooduc Hwy site seems to emerge as the
strongest contender, with the greatest number of positives and the fewest
obvious downsides. We might presume that a new station at this location
implies grade separation treatment for Moorooduc Hwy (potentially
providing seamless passenger access in and out of the university campus),
and probably for Clarendon St too.
The Clarendon Street site offers the possibility of wider stakeholder buyin due to its overlapping hospital and university constituencies. Option ‘B’
seemingly offers greatest ridership-generation prospects, hence most robust
benefit/cost dynamic.
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Note: 150m platform length is sufficient
for new generation Metro trains
Design exploration of station option-B - Clarendon/ Moorooduc Hwy Station
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Potential accessibility benefits
of step-change transport
enhancements

This final section of analysis engages with techniques that depict and
hopefully clarify the accessibility value of enhancing rail connection to the
Peninsula campus through developing a new Peninsula campus precinct
station. The analysis takes the form of a ‘before and after’ portrait of
residential catchments according to ‘total travel time’ benchmarks for a railbased journey to Peninsula campus.
These residential catchments provide an indicator of populations of potential
students, staff and visitors within a reasonably convenient rail journey of
the Peninsula campus. Although this travel time-based catchment analysis
technique provides only a general and indicative sense of accessibility and
transport options, it can underpin enhanced understandings among readers
and interested stakeholders regarding some of the core access-related
benefits of a prospective infrastructure investment.
Map Three provides an indicator of current-day rail access catchment areas
based on total travel time benchmarks of 40 minutes, 50 minutes, and 60
minutes. The total travel time figure reflects a journey that involves onfoot access to the local rail station (incorporating a short assumed wait),
then travel time by rail to Frankston Station, and then an ‘egress’ walk
between Frankston to the centre of the Monash Peninsula campus. We have
assumed that residents surrounding a station such as Kananook (the next
station up the line from Frankston) are unlikely to utilise rail for a campus
access journey in any practical sense, and so that particular journey and its
catchments are not depicted.
Our analysis indicates approximately 21,000 households and 44,400
residents are situated within the presumed ‘current conditions’ rail-based
campus access catchment at one hour total travel time.
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Map Four contrasts against current conditions by providing an analysis
of indicative residential catchments within benchmark travel times after
the hypothetical delivery of a new rail station proximate to the Monash
Peninsula campus. The total journey time is again estimated as a composite
of a presumed access leg, plus an on-train ride all the way to a new campusadjacent station, and then a much smaller onward egress journey.
Installation of a new campus adjacent station effectively reduces rail based
travel time to the Peninsula campus by around 19 minutes, notionally
‘expanding’ areas along the Frankston Line within specific travel time
benchmarks. Our analysis indicates approximately 60,600 households and
133,300 residents are now situated within the presumed one-hour access
catchment, representing a substantial expansion of the number of potential
students, staff or visitors living inside a relatively convenient rail-commute
‘service area’. The number of residents living within a 50 minute travel
time of the campus, utilising rail, has indicatively expanded by 70,000
after the projected implementation of new rail. While those living within
40 minutes door-to-door journey time have expanded by 23,000 on this
analysis. Importantly, the number of residents indicatively living within a
quick 30 minute rail-based journey has gone from effectively zero, to 1,000,
reflecting an apparent ability for the renewed rail corridor to begin providing
new trip options and outcomes.
Before
Total travel Dwellings
Population
time
30 min
n/a
n/a
40 min
393
685
50 min
6,621
13,663
60 min
20,728
44,370

After
Dwellings
Population
605
11,506
39,722
60,565

1,093
23,639
83,098
133,372
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Age 80+
Age 75_80
Age 70-74
Age 65_69
Age 60_64
Age 55-59
Age 50-54
Age 45-49
Age 40-44
Age 35-39
Age 30-34
Age 25-29
Age 20-24
Age 15-19
Age 10-14
Age 5-9
Age O-4
0

2,000

4,000

60 Minute travel time
to Campus

6,000

8,000

10,000

50 Minute travel time to
Campus

Chart Six, Age profile of residential catchments (as depicted in Map Four).
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Map Three – Indicative total access time to Peninsula campus by rail –
current conditions
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Map Four – Indicative total access time to campus by rail – after opening of
a new Clarendon St/Moorooduc Hwy station
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Readers should note that these indicative ‘residential catchment expansion’
outcomes relate equally to expansion of the residential servicing catchment
associated with convenient rail-based access to Frankston’s public and
private hospital assets. In other words – these self-same residents and
households are also and equally brought within a more convenient rail
transit journey of the health services, jobs and visitation opportunities
available at the Frankston hospitals precinct.
If accepted at face value, this analysis points to potential for a fundamental
shift in the nature and usage of rail transit in the Frankston area, not only
with regard to Peninsula campus and hospital access, but also much more
broadly. The ‘after’ mapping seems to depict a far more attractive, amenable
and lively rail corridor – serving multiple purposes and rider needs that
would encompass the existing ‘travel to work in the Melbourne CBD’
role, but also a newly-emergent ‘local area metro role’ for access to jobs,
education, health and other services within the Frankston LGA itself and
along the natural linear corridor framed by the Port Phillip Bay coastline.
It seems on this analysis that the creation of one additional electrified rail
station in a carefully-located position east of Frankston CBD delivers
much more, strategically-speaking, than the sum of its single extra part.
We seem to be looking at a ‘network effect’ multiplier outcome rather
than a simple additionality of usage and amenity. The possibility of a true
‘rail transformation’ is offered, anchored in-future around two important
destinational stations at Frankston itself, and at the campus + hospitals
precinct connected then onward by convenient rail to residential catchments
in traditional seaside living areas, and beyond.
This prospect is even more compelling if we consider the idea that rail
beyond the Peninsula campus precinct (at locations like Karingal and
Langwarrin) also has real medium-term potential.
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Substantial reductions in running time from a potential future ‘super express
running’ strategy for Melbourne CBD-bound rail services after Aspendale
(or thereabouts) offers further intriguing opportunity and food-for-thought,
outside the exploratory remit of this paper, but worth raising in passing.
A final note surrounds the ‘after’ outcome that would prospectively render
the Peninsula campus + hospitals precinct within a one hour journey time,
door-to-door, of the Caulfield campus.
It is suggested that these potential travel time and catchment-enhancement
impacts are particularly strategically compelling for Monash University.
Not only is access to the Peninsula campus rendered far better and more
convenient, but the potential strategic utilisation and positioning of that
campus asset within the Monash University portfolio of sites seems to
improve radically.
Further attention, understanding and support is recommended to Monash
University leadership and other stakeholders at this point, for these reasons.

“the creation of one additional electrified rail station
in a carefully-located position east of Frankston CBD
delivers much more, strategically-speaking, than the
sum of its single extra part. We seem to be looking at a
‘network effect’”
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Summary of findings and strategic
opportunities

This paper has utilised a range of analytical techniques to review current
transport conditions and potential enhancement strategies for the Peninsula
campus. This approach has identified a number of high-impact opportunities
where Monash University might engage in sustained collaborative
advocacy to achieve improvements to campus transport infrastructure and
service. Sustained, evidence-based advocacy appears especially timely at
this juncture, given the overlap of interest with many other high profile
Frankston-located stakeholders regarding transport enhancement options in
rail, bus and active travel and transport.
Although transport planning and advocacy have traditionally not been a
major part of campus ‘portfolio management’ strategies among Australian
universities, it is suggested that transport enhancement outcomes could
substantially alter the accessibility, attractiveness, student and staff
experience for the Peninsula campus. Peninsula campus is seemingly
within arm’s reach of a major step change in its positioning as an accessible
university environment.
The Peninsula campus exists within the current-day fabric of an outer
suburban context that has been heavily car-dependent, in both transport
usage and transport infrastructure planning terms, for several generations.
But Monash’s information on campus access behaviours does suggest
a greater propensity of campus users for uptake of modes such as bus
and walking, when compared to usage patterns in the Frankston LGA as
a whole. Frankston lies on the south-eastern extremity of metropolitan
Melbourne, but notably – there has long been demonstrated interest among
locals for usage of rail for metropolitan access purposes.
CAMPUS ACCESS & TRANSPORT CONNECTIVITY - MONASH UNIVERSITY, PENINSULA
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The paper suggests that Monash University position itself for a campus
transport planning outlook that recognises the possibility of alternative
scenarios, indeed strategies, for future transport usage and change. It has
been suggested that a ‘business as usual’ scenario, involving future transport
usage patterns that remain the same as they are today, is an unattractive and
in many regards an unlikely scenario. And so the University and relevant
partners should look instead to scenarios (and strategies) of ‘moderate
change’ toward greater sustainable transport usage, or to a genuinely ‘transit
oriented’ future. Both of these trajectories involve sustained development of
bus, cycling and pedestrian access infrastructure and servicing. The transitoriented pathway distinguishes itself by a greater level of intervention in
areas such as rail infrastructure.
Active Modes
Although it is not the remit of this paper to specifically ‘plan’ new transport
initiatives as such, a range of potential technical interventions has been
listed and nominated in-brief, in order to support Monash University and its
partners in understanding certain key options for further attention in the near
term. A handful of specific issues in cycling and pedestrian connectivity are
nominated, but the injunction is also made that all relevant partners work
closely with Frankston City Council during its upcoming phase of periodic
pedestrian and cycling strategy development. The question of better cycling
and pedestrian movement to-from the Peninsula campus and its surrounding
precinct is also of importance to transport outcomes in Frankston as a whole
(given the importance of the precinct in activity-generation and strategic
transport terms), and so the reality of current-day active mode limitations
must be addressed.
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Bus Networks
The future of bus networks is nominated as a high-profile challenge, in the
Frankston area generally and for servicing of the Peninsula campus and
surrounding precinct. Data nominated early in the paper shows an extremely
low level of bus usage in Frankston and surrounds, whereas campus users
are actually quite prone to bus usage by contrast (and understandably).
The author appraises this dichotomy as a problem of poor and outdated
bus network development and servicing strategies for Frankston and the
southeast. This has produced an exhortation, further underlined here,
that Monash University work robustly with local and State Government
partners in the immediate term to lay the groundwork for a generational
improvement in bus network coherence for Frankston. Substantial
enhancement to bus networks could open-up convenient accessibility to
the Monash Peninsula campus for potential students, staff and visitors
throughout Frankston, Mornington Peninsula, the southeast and beyond.
There are few interventions that could improve the ‘centrality’ of the
Peninsula campus in the educational, social and economic life of the
southeast the way that an intelligent bus network renewal program might.
Three potential high-impact bus initiatives are specifically raised in the
paper. One concerns the potential re-routing of many bus routes onto the
Hastings Rd corridor as they approach the CBD. This could substantially
increase the direct access of many existing routes to the jobs and other
opportunities available at the university and hospitals precinct.
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Similarly, the idea of ‘through-routing’ services that currently terminate
at Frankston Station is nominated – which offers the possibility of a ‘one
seat ride’ to the hospitals and University precinct for a far greater number
of Frankston area residents. These two initiatives are in many ways
simply a better utilisation of existing bus route assets. Thirdly, the idea of
express-running services that originate in the Mornington Peninsula area is
nominated. These services could, again, pass via the Hastings Rd corridor
on their approach to the Frankston CBD, rendering a far greater number of
Mornington Peninsula residents within relatively easy reach of a regionallysignificant education, employment and healthcare cluster.
Rail
Due to a perceived window of opportunity in State Government-level
planning, attention has been applied to the possibility of extended,
electrified, double-tracked rail infrastructure and service beyond the presentday Frankston Station. In accord with the views of a range of stakeholders,
it is suggested in the paper that an opportunity exists to promote and perhaps
build a new electrified station at or around the Peninsula campus site. The
review conducted in this paper suggests that a location situated between
Clarendon Street and Moorooduc Highway, within the existing Stony
Point Line reservation, may prove optimal from a ridership-generation and
investment attraction perspective. It is projected that a new station at this
location could generate a reasonably compelling 4,500 to 5,000 passenger
trips per day at around 2026. In doing so, this particular site takes advantage
of potential ridership from both the hospitals and the university – and thus
a ‘multi-stakeholder’ advocacy and planning dynamic is suggested to be the
most sensible, and the most likely to achieve success.
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An analysis is performed regarding the ‘accessibility change’ that a new
electrified rail station might bring. We identify an additional 23,000
residents within 40 minutes travel time of the Peninsula campus if a new
rail station were opened. And moreover, the implementation of but one
additional new station beyond Frankston seems to substantially enliven
and reinvigorate the Frankston Line rail corridor overall, bringing other
new trip purposes and rail usage patterns into the mix. It is no exaggeration
to suggest that a single new station at the Peninsula campus + hospitals
precinct appears to completely reposition and update the whole of the
Frankston rail line, and provide a vision for the bayside southeast as a linear,
transit-oriented urban corridor. Although there are a number of compelling
rail investment opportunities at present throughout Australia, interested
stakeholders should take care to collaboratively and effectively promote this
particular rail developmental opportunity.
As stated above, a period of sustained attention, planning, resourcing,
collaborative advocacy, and engagement is recommended to Monash
University. Achieving step-change transport access enhancements to the
Peninsula Ccampus provides an opportunity for re-positioning of that
campus within the broader Monash University portfolio of campuses,
allowing the existing landholding to become much more suitable for new
growth, expansion, development, and reinvigoration of campus life. The
prospect of a meaningful long-term improvement to student, staff and visitor
experience at the Peninsula campus is now in play.
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6

Glossary of terms

7

Data notes

ABS – Australian Bureau of Statistics

Data specific to Monash Peninsula campus transport usage was obtained
from Sift Research, November 2017 datafile

CBD – central business district

All ABS journey to work data obtained via:

JTW – journey to work

All public transport route and timetable information obtained via:

www.abs.gov.au

www.ptv.vic.gov.au
LGA – local government area

Population and Dwellings: Government of the Commonwealth of Australia
- Australian Bureau of Statistics, (2017): MB Mesh Block 2016 Census for
Australia; accessed from AURIN Portal on 2018-02-05
Catchment areas developed using the ESRI ArcGIS Network Analyst extension with data inputs from the following two sources:
OpenStreetMap, (2017): OpenStreetMap - Lines 7/04/2017; accessed from
AURIN Portal on 2018-01-15.
Government of Victoria - Public Transport Victoria, (2016): Public Transport Victoria (PTV) - Train Stations; accessed from AURIN Portal on 201801-15.
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Map 1 – Monash Peninsula campus walking catchment
Note: Catchment areas have been derived using ArcGIS Network Extension
Release 10.3.1, input data was sourced from OpenStreetMap, (2017): OpenStreetMap - Lines 7/04/2017; accessed from AURIN Portal on 2018-02-15
Map 2 –Monash Peninsula campus cycling catchment
Note: Catchment areas have been derived using ArcGIS Network Extension
Release 10.3.1, input data was sourced from OpenStreetMap, (2017): OpenStreetMap - Lines 7/04/2017; accessed from AURIN Portal on 2018-02-15
Map 3 – Indicative total access time to campus by rail – current conditions.
Note: Catchment areas have been derived using ArcGIS Network Extension
Release 10.3.1, input data was sourced from OpenStreetMap, (2017): OpenStreetMap - Lines 7/04/2017; accessed from AURIN Portal on 2018-02-15
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